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High-level objectives of SA1: Pilots on community-driven use-cases and on infrastructure AAI integration

- To support infrastructures with establishing an **overarching AA infrastructure** based on the AARC Blueprint Architecture.

- To further consolidate the results of AARC1 and **improve technical readiness levels** of AAI components.

- To introduce and test new emerging AAI solutions and approaches and **show their viability in real life practice**.

- **Improve the adoption** of proposed tools and approaches at the research communities and e-infrastructures and check whether it satisfies their needs.
Pilot cycle: from community requirements to (pre-)production AAI

1. Requirements analysis
   1a. Discussion
   1b. Design based on BPA
   1c. Selection of components

2. Implementation

3. Evaluation

4. Finalisation

9 Research communities
4 Generic e-infrastructures
Thank you

Any Questions?

arnout.terpstra@surfnet.nl

http://aarc-project.eu/
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